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Speed Cameras Are The Enemy

SCATE: Speed Cameras Are The Enemy - Now read about it.

(PRWEB) November 24, 2004 -- SCATE:Speed Cameras Are The Enemy

Britain's most notorious vandal is on the rampage. Who is Dr Glue and why is he destroying speed cameras
across Britain? Read SCATE, the new novel from Tom J Sandy, to discover the reason for his fury.

In the week when a leading policeman admitted being flashed by a speed camera and the Conservative Party
revealed they would conduct an audit of speed cameras, Sandy's novel examines a policy which divides
motorists up and down the land. Do speed cameras save lives? Do they promote safety? Or are they simply a
means of grabbing more cash from drivers?

The Government is on the rack, losing millions in revenue. They have to stop Dr Glue - if they can track him
down.

Gavin Lloyd loses his licence. He forms SCATE to combat the Government's absurd policy.

Sandy's fast-paced SCATE takes you on a trip along the highways and byways haunted by speed cameras.

Gavin is guilty as hell, but what's to stop him having a good rant? The source of his wrath soon becomes an
obsession and brings him into conflict with the cops, the Government and the infamous Dr Glue.

Whether you are for or against speed cameras, SCATEwill make you wonder whether the Government and the
police have got it right.

'Many motorists will empathise with the themes in the novel' - TopGear.

Now available at Amazon.co.uk: http://www.amazon.co.uk/

For more information visit: http://www.scate.co.uk/

About Tom J Sandy
Tom J Sandy was born in Bury, Lancashire, and educated at the University of North Humberside, Hull (History
and French). He lives in Essex, with his two children. For more about Tom J Sandy, including the excellent
HOLE column and quizzes, visit: http://www.tomjsandy.co.uk/

Trade and other enquiries: http://eye5.org.uk/

SCATE- Speed Cameras Are The Enemy
by TOM J SANDY
ISBN: 0954689739
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Contact Information
Steve Butterworth
EYE 5
http://www.eye5.org.uk
01371-875774

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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